The House was called to order by Representative Lepak.

The roll was called with 100 Members present.

The following Member was excused: West (Josh).—1.

Representative Lepak declared a quorum present.

Prayer was offered by Pastor Joel Harder, Oklahoma Capitol Commission.

The Journal for the last legislative day was approved.

**ENGROSSED AND ENROLLED MEASURES**

HBs 1024, 1041, 1048, 1159, 1198, 1201, 1278, 1392, 1393, 2079, 2155, 2161, 2191, 2271, 2286, 2287, 2305, 2348, 2351, 2395, 2454, 2511 and 2592 were reported correctly engrossed, properly signed, in open session, and ordered transmitted to the Honorable Senate.

**MOTION**

Representative Taylor asked unanimous consent that the Journal reflect that the Rules Committee voted Monday, March 4, 2019, to approve the principal author’s request to strike the title on the following measures: **HB 1014** by Representative Bush, **HB 1019** by Representative Pae, **HB 1051** by Representative Sterling, **HB 1056** by Representative McEntire, **HB 1100** by Representative Mize, HBs 1108 and 1109 by Representative West (Kevin), **HB 1145** by Representative Bell, HBs 1158 and 1165 by Representative Worthen, **HB 1214** by Representative Newton, **HB 1269** by Representative Dunnington, **HB 1294** by Representative Miller, **HB 1308** by Representative Conley and **HB 1309** by Representative Stark, **HB 1365** by Representative Bush, **HB 1405** by Representative Humphrey,
HB 1416 by Representative Waldron, HB 1449 by Representative Lepak, HB 1934 by Representative Manger, HB 1965 by Representative Branham, HBs 1970 and 1974 by Representative Ford, HB 1979 by Representative Ranson, HB 1881 by Representative Fetgatter, HB 1910 by Representative Boles, HB 1927 by Representative Roe, HB 1934 by Representative Manger, HB 1985 by Representative Lepak, HB 2009 by Representative Mize, HB 2019 by Representative Albright, HB 2041 by Representative Smith, HB 2090 by Representative Bennett, HB 2218 by Representative May, HB 2260 by Representative Kerbs, HB 2273 by Representative West (Josh), HB 2303 by Representative Tadlock, HB 2310 by Representative Frix, HB 2329 by Representative McDugle, HBs 2364 and 2369 by Representative Kannady, HB 2380 by Representative Strom, HB 2399 by Representative Mize, HB 2523 by Representative West (Tammy), HB 2639 by Representative Munson, HB 2646 by Representative West (Josh), HB 2680 by Representative Frix pursuant to House Rule 8.6(f), which was the order.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1005 by Sims of the House was read and considered.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Caldwell (Trey), Dills, Pae

Authored by Senator Newhouse (principal Senate author)

Representative Sims moved that HB 1005 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1005 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Johns, Kannady, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Mize, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--86.

Nay: Caldwell (Chad), Crosswhite Hader, Fugate, Gann, Hardin (Tommy), Moore, Newton.--7.

Excused: Dunnington, Echols, Humphrey, Kerbs, Miller, Munson, Roberts (Dustin), West (Josh).--8.
The measure passed.

**HB 1005** was referred for engrossment.

**GENERAL ORDER**

**HB 1030** by Burns of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Hall (principal Senate author)

Representative Burns moved that **HB 1030** be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

**THIRD READING**

**HB 1030** was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Mr. Speaker.--90.

Nay: Gann, Hardin (Tommy), Moore, Russ, Worthen.--5.

Excused: Bell, Branham, Kannady, Pfeiffer, West (Josh), Wright.--6.

The measure passed.

**HB 1030** was referred for engrossment.

**GENERAL ORDER**

**HB 2622** by Echols et al. of the House was read and considered.

Remove Representative Echols as principal House author and substitute with Representative Humphrey

Coauthored by Representative(s) Echols
Authored by Senator Murdock (principal Senate author)

Representative Humphrey moved that **HB 2622** be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

**THIRD READING**

**HB 2622** was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure and emergency, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, O'Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--99.

Excused: Nollan, West (Josh).--2.

The measure and emergency passed.

**HB 2622** was referred for engrossment.

**GENERAL ORDER**

**HB 1093** by Osburn of the House was read and considered.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Tadlock

Authored by Senator Pugh (principal Senate author)

Representative Osburn moved that **HB 1093** be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.
THIRD READING

HB 1093 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Baker, Boatman, Boles, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Davis, Dills, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lepak, Loring, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Miller, Mize, Moore, Newton, Nollan, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Randleman, Roberts (Dustin), Roe, Sanders, Sims, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Wallace, West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--65.

Nay: Albright, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Branham, Brewer, Caldwell (Chad), Crosswhite Hader, Dollens, Dunnington, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Hardin (Tommy), Lowe, Meredith, Munson, Nichols, O’Donnell, Olsen, Perryman, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Ranson, Roberts (Sean), Rosecrants, Russ, Smith, Stone, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, West (Kevin).--34.

Excused: Lawson, West (Josh).--2.

The measure passed.

Representative Osburn served notice to reconsider the vote whereby HB 1093 passed.

Representative Russ Presiding

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE

Announcing the passage of SBs 17, 29, 30, 31, 66, 86, 111, 145, 187, 189, 257, 300, 346, 382, 442, 444 and 446 The measures were introduced and read for the first time.

SB 17 – By Dossett of the Senate and Loring of the House.
An Act relating to usage of handheld electronic devices while driving; creating the Bobbi White Act of 2019; amending Section 2, Chapter 248, O.S.L. 2015, as amended by Section 1, Chapter 186, O.S.L. 2016 (47 O.S. Supp. 2018, Section 11-901d), which relates to text messaging; specifying prohibited acts; prescribing certain fines; modifying definitions; providing for noncodification; and declaring an emergency.

SB 29 – By Shaw of the Senate and Wright of the House.
An Act relating to the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigations; amending 74 O.S. 2011, Section 150.6a, as last amended by Section 1, Chapter 62, O.S.L. 2015 (74 O.S. Supp. 2018, Section 150.6a), which relates to salaries; removing certain requirements; amending 74 O.S. 2011, Section 150.7, as amended by Section 1, Chapter 136, O.S.L. 2015 (74 O.S. Supp. 2018, Section 150.7), which relates to the powers and duties of the Director; amending certain criteria; and providing an effective date.
SB 30 – By Shaw of the Senate and Hardin (David) of the House.

An Act relating to the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation; amending 74 O.S. 2011, Section 150.2, as amended by Section 7, Chapter 397, O.S.L. 2015 (74 O.S. Supp. 2018, Section 150.2), which relates to powers and duties; modifying inclusions; and providing an effective date.

SB 31 – By Shaw of the Senate and Loring of the House.

An Act relating to medical marijuana; amending 63 O.S. 2011, Section 420, as amended by Section 1, State Question No. 788, Initiative Petition No. 412 (63 O.S. Supp. 2018, Section 420), which relates to medical marijuana license; clarifying language; and providing an effective date.

SB 66 – By Shaw of the Senate and Loring of the House.

An Act relating to child custody; amending 43 O.S. 2011, Section 112, which relates to care and custody of children; requiring court to encourage certain parental behaviors if in the best interest of a child; adding certain grounds for modification of certain order; making requirement for prevailing party to recover specified costs and fees permissive; and providing an effective date.

SB 86 – By Jech of the Senate and McEntire and Sanders of the House.

An Act relating to crimes and punishments; amending 21 O.S. 2011, Section 650.4, which relates to assault and battery upon medical care providers; clarifying language; amending 21 O.S. 2011, Section 650.5, which relates to aggravated assault and battery with a firearm upon medical providers; clarifying language; providing definition; and providing an effective date.

SB 111 – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Osburn of the House.

An Act relating to holidays; amending 25 O.S. 2011, Section 90.12, which relates to Oklahoma Native American Day; changing date of designation; and providing an effective date.

SB 145 – By Floyd of the Senate and Osburn of the House.

An Act relating to Merit Protection; creating the Task Force on Merit Protection; providing expiration date; stating purpose of Task Force; establishing duties of Task Force; providing for membership; providing for naming of Chair; providing for quorum; providing for frequency of meetings; subjecting meetings to the Oklahoma Open Meeting Act; prohibiting compensation; providing for travel reimbursement; directing staff support; requiring certain report; providing for noncodification; and providing an effective date.

SB 187 – By Shaw of the Senate and Humphrey of the House.

An Act relating to law enforcement; amending 57 O.S. 2011, Section 509.2, which relates to patrol and law enforcement in the town of Taft; modifying certain patrol obligations; and providing an effective date.

SB 189 – By Jech of the Senate and Newton of the House.

An Act relating to motor vehicles; amending 47 O.S. 2011, Section 11-310, which relates to following too closely; providing for certain exceptions; defining certain term; updating statutory language; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

SB 257 – By Ikley-Freeman of the Senate and Bush of the House.

An Act relating to State Board of Licensed Social Workers employees; amending 74 O.S. 2011, Section 3601.1, as last amended by Section 11, Chapter 269, O.S.L. 2016 (74 O.S. Supp. 2018, Section 3601.1), which relates to the maximum number of full-time-equivalent employees; increasing the maximum number of full-time-equivalent employees for certain board; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.
SB 300 – By Daniels of the Senate and O’Donnell of the House.
An Act relating to the Oklahoma Discovery Code; amending 12 O.S. 2011, Section 3234, as last amended by Section 2, Chapter 313, O.S.L. 2018 (12 O.S. Supp. 2018, Section 3234), which relates to production of documents; imposing limitation upon requests to produce certain documents or other items; establishing procedures for additional requests for production; and providing an effective date.

SB 346 – By Bice of the Senate and McCall of the House.
An Act relating to property subject to forced sale; amending 12 O.S. 2011, Section 759, which relates to appraisement of property; modifying procedure for appraisal of property; requiring written affidavit of impartiality; establishing requirements for estimates obtained from certain legal entities; and providing an effective date.

SB 382 – By Floyd of the Senate and Dollens of the House.
An Act relating to safe school committees; amending 70 O.S. 2011, Section 24-100.5, as last amended by Section 2, Chapter 246, O.S.L. 2015 (70 O.S. Supp. 2018, Section 24-100.5), which relates to safe school committee policies; directing school districts’ safe school committees to make recommendations regarding professional development to recognize and report suspected human trafficking; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

SB 442 – By Haste of the Senate and Lawson of the House.
An Act relating to fees; amending 28 O.S. 2011, Section 32, which relates to county clerks; increasing certain fee for records preservation; updating statutory reference; and providing an effective date.

SB 444 – By Jech and Boren of the Senate and Wright and Lepak of the House.
An Act relating to elections; amending 26 O.S. 2011, Sections 2-117, 2-123, 2-124, 2-125, 2-127, 2-128, 2-128.1, as amended by Section 1, Chapter 38, O.S.L. 2016, 2-129, as amended by Section 1, Chapter 202, O.S.L. 2013, 2-130, 2-131, 2-132, 2-133, 3-105.1, 3-105.2, 3-111, 3-112, 3-115, 3-117, 3-118, 3-119, 3-120, 3-122, 7-103, 7-105, 7-111, 7-123.1, 13-103, as amended by Section 3, Chapter 380, O.S.L. 2015, 13-111, 14-115.5 and 16-114 (26 O.S. Supp. 2018, Sections 2-128.1, 2-129, 13-103), which relate to election officials; deleting references to precinct election boards; modifying duties of precinct officials, secretaries of county election boards, county election boards, the Secretary of the State Election Board and the State Election Board; deleting population restrictions for employment of certain county election board personnel; deleting references to chief clerk of county election board; stating qualifications for certain precinct officials; modifying procedure for appointment of precinct officials; authorizing submission of certain information from political parties; deleting restrictions on persons who may be appointed as precinct officials; modifying authority for removal of precinct officials; requiring written notice upon removal; authorizing appointment of counters and additional precinct officials under certain circumstances and providing for compensation; modifying compensation of precinct officials during certain time periods; providing for mileage reimbursement; specifying source of payment of certain compensation and mileage reimbursement; authorizing appointment of certain students as precinct officials; providing for appointment of certain relatives; granting certain public employees administrative leave for serving or training as precinct official; providing procedures and limitations; requiring designation of temporary replacement for county election board secretary; modifying persons entitled to defense services by Attorney General or district attorney in certain proceedings; modifying references to certain precinct officials; modifying procedures for training of precinct
officials; modifying compensation for attending such training; modifying procedure for changes to precinct boundaries; modifying number of voters affected to allow designation as subprecinct; allowing location of polling place outside precinct boundaries under certain conditions; requiring certain notification and procedures; modifying procedure for appointment of members of absentee voting boards; updating language; making language gender neutral; repealing 26 O.S. 2011, Section 2-128.2, which relates to additional precinct employees; providing for codification; and providing effective dates.

SB 446 – By Haste of the Senate and Bush of the House.

An Act relating to schools; directing the State Department of Education and the Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services, in certain consultation, to develop and make available to school districts certain information, training and resources regarding the mental health needs of students; requiring certain information to be included; providing for codification; providing an effective date; and declaring an emergency.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1155 by Worthen of the House was read and considered.

Coauthored by Representative(s) West (Kevin), Newton

Authored by Senator Standridge (principal Senate author)

Representative Worthen moved that HB 1155 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1155 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McDugle, McEntire, Miller, Moore, Munson, Newton, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--90.

Excused: Dunnington, Hilbert, Lawson, McBride, Meredith, Mize, Nichols, Nollan, Walke, Wallace, West (Josh).--11.
The measure passed.

**HB 1155** was referred for engrossment.

**GENERAL ORDER**

**HB 1214** by Newton of the House was read and considered.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Miller

Authored by Senator Bice (principal Senate author)

Representative Newton moved that **HB 1214** be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

**THIRD READING**

**HB 1214** was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fettgatter, Fincher, Ford, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Waldron, Walke, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--92.

Nay: Bell, Branham.--2.


The measure passed.

**HB 1214** was referred for engrossment.
GENERAL ORDER

HB 1221 by Hardin (Tommy) et al. of the House and Simpson of the Senate was read and considered.

Representative Hardin (Tommy) moved that HB 1221 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1221 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--97.

Excused: Lawson, Nichols, Virgin, West (Josh).--4.

The measure passed.

HB 1221 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1265 by Bush of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Pugh (principal Senate author)

Representative Bush moved that HB 1265 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.
THIRD READING

HB 1265 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommie), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--96.

Excused: Cornwell, Kerbs, Manger, Marti, West (Josh).--5.

The measure passed.

HB 1265 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 2595 by Echols of the House was read and considered.

Author by Senator Leewright (principal Senate author)

Representative Echols moved that HB 2595 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 2595 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith,
Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright.--93.

Nay: Gann, Hardin (Tommy).--2.

Excused: Marti, McEntire, Meredith, Roberts (Sean), West (Josh), Mr. Speaker.--6.

The measure passed.

**HB 2595** was referred for engrossment.

**MOTION**

Representative Roberts (Dustin) moved that the House stand in recess until 1:00 p.m., which was the order.

**Speaker Pro Tempore Wright Presiding**

**ENGROSSED AND ENROLLED MEASURES**

**HBs 1373** and **2668** were reported correctly engrossed, properly signed, in open session, and ordered transmitted to the Honorable Senate.

**GENERAL ORDER**

**HB 1277** by Lawson of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Rosino (principal Senate author)

Representative Lawson moved that **HB 1277** be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

**THIRD READING**

**HB 1277** was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Bell, Bennett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Ford, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Luttrell, Manger, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Miller, Mize, Moore, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson,
Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Waldron, Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--75.

Excused: Baker, Blancett, Caldwell (Trey), Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Frix, Hilbert, Kannady, Kerbs, Lowe, Marti, Martinez, Meredith, Munson, Pae, Rosecrants, Sterling, Virgin, Walke, Wallace, West (Josh), West (Kevin), West (Tammy).--26.

The measure passed.

HB 1277 was referred for engrossment.

**GENERAL ORDER**

HB 1365 by Bush et al. of the House and Standridge of the Senate was read and considered.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Humphrey, McDugle

Representative Bush moved to amend HB 1365 by striking the title, which amendment was declared adopted.

Representative Bush moved that HB 1365 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

**THIRD READING**

HB 1365 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure and emergency, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, May, McDugle, McEntire, Miller, Mize, Moore, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowski, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Waldron, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--86.

Excused: Baker, Dollens, Dunnington, Hilbert, Kerbs, Marti, Martinez, McBride, Meredith, Munson, Roberts (Sean), Virgin, Walke, Wallace, West (Josh).--15.
The measure and emergency passed.

**HB 1365** was referred for engrossment.

**MOTION**

Representative Taylor asked unanimous consent that the Journal reflect that the Rules Committee voted today, March 5, 2019, to approve the principal author’s request to strike the title on the following measures: **HB 1090** by Representative Osburn, **HB 1114** by Representative Nollan, **HB 1160** by Representative Worthen, **HB 1223** by Representative Perryman, **HB 1271** by Representative Smith, **HB 1995** by Representative Nollan, **HB 2035** by Representative Branham, **HB 2086** by Representative Dollens, **HB 2100** by Representative Randleman, **HB 2111** by Representative O’Donnell, **HB 2149** by Representative Pfeiffer, **HB 2263** by Representative Patzkowsky, **HB 2310** by Representative Frix and **HB 2458** by Representative Dunnington pursuant to House Rule 8.6(f), which was the order.

**GENERAL ORDER**

**HB 1292** by Miller of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Standridge (principal Senate author)

Representative Miller moved that **HB 1292** be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

**THIRD READING**

**HB 1292** was read at length for the third time.

Representative Perryman raised a point of order, citing House Rule 9.4, and stated that the Rules do not allow the Presiding Officer to interrupt a Member during debate and that the Presiding Officer was incorrect in stating that debate must be confined to the merits of the bill.

The Presiding Officer stated that the point would be ruled on at a later time pursuant to House Precedent 9.2 - 7. (2009) *Presiding Officer May Defer Ruling on Point of Order.* Representative Stone was recognized to continue the debate on the measure.

Representative Stone requested that a ruling be provided before he continue with debate.
The Presiding Officer ruled the point not well taken citing § 121 of *Mason’s Manual of Legislative Procedure*:

1. An ancient rule governing debate is that “No one is to speak impertinently, or beside the question, superfluously, or tediously.”

5. If, at any time, the presiding officer rises to state a point of order, or give information, or otherwise speak within the presiding officer’s privilege, the member speaking must sit down until the presiding officer has been heard.

The Presiding Officer further stated that the Member must confine their debate to the merits of the measure under consideration and the Presiding Officer is allowed to interrupt the debate of a Member.

Representative Stone appealed the ruling of the Presiding Officer receiving the required second of 1/15 of the membership.

Representative Echols moved to table the Stone appeal.

Representative Meredith raised a point of information inquiring what rule allowed an appeal to be tabled. The Presiding Officer directed the Member to House Rule 10.1 (b).

The tabling motion prevailed upon roll call as follows:


Nay: Albright, Bell, Bennett, Branham, Goodwin, Loring, Lowe, Meredith, Munson, Provenzano, Ranson, Stone, Virgin, Waldron.--14.

Excused: Baker, Blancett, Brewer, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Dollens, Dunnington, Fugate, Grego, Hardin (Tommy), Kannady, Kerbs, Marti, Miller, Moore, Newton, Nichols, Ortega, Osburn, Perryman, Pittman, Roberts (Sean), Rosecrants, Sims, Sterling, Tadlock, Walke, West (Josh), West (Kevin).--32.

On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Gann, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Paë, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--88.
Nay: Bennett, Fugate, Goodwin, Meredith, Nichols, Perryman, Stone, Virgin, Waldron.--9.


The measure passed.

**HB 1292** was referred for engrossment.

**GENERAL ORDER**

**HB 2618** by Echols of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Standridge (principal Senate author)

Representative Echols moved that **HB 2618** be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

**THIRD READING**

**HB 2618** was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--99.

Excused: Walke, West (Josh).--2.

The measure passed.

**HB 2618** was referred for engrossment.
GENERAL ORDER

HB 1909 by Boles et al. of the House and Montgomery of the Senate was read and considered.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Caldwell (Chad)

Representative Boles moved that HB 1909 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1909 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredit, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--100.

Excused: West (Josh).--1.

The measure passed.

HB 1909 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1910 by Boles et al. of the House and Paxton of the Senate was read and considered.

Representative Boles moved that HB 1910 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.
THIRD READING

HB 1910 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetagget, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--96.

Excused: Bennett, May, Randleman, Russ, West (Josh).--5.

The measure passed.

HB 1910 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1912 by Boles et al. of the House and Kidd of the Senate was read and considered.

Representative Boles moved that HB 1912 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1912 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetagget, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Wright, Mr. Speaker.--94.
Nay: Roberts (Sean).--1.

Excused: Bennett, McDugle, Sims, West (Josh), Worthen.--5.

Constitutional Priv: Crosswhite Hader.--1.

The measure passed.

HB 1912 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1851 by Fetgatter of the House and Murdock of the Senate was read and considered.

Representative Fetgatter moved that HB 1851 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1851 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--98.

Excused: Bennett, Olsen, West (Josh).--3.

The measure passed.

HB 1851 was referred for engrossment.
GENERAL ORDER

HB 1881 by Fetgatter et al. of the House and David of the Senate was read and considered.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Hilbert

Representative Fetgatter moved that HB 1881 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1881 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrel, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker. --98.


The measure passed.

HB 1881 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1959 by Provenzano of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Pemberton (principal Senate author)

Representative Provenzano moved that HB 1959 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.
THIRD READING

HB 1959 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--95.

Nay: Gann, Hardin (Tommy).--2.

Excused: O’Donnell, Olsen, Roberts (Dustin), West (Josh).--4.

The measure passed.

HB 1959 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1391 by Dills of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Newhouse (principal Senate author)

Representative Dills moved that HB 1391 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1391 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips,
Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Snead, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Walron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--96.

Excused: Bell, Olsen, Roberts (Dustin), Tadlock, West (Josh).--5.

The measure passed.

**HB 1391** was referred for engrossment.

**MOTION**

Representative Echols moved to suspend House Rule 9.6(c) for the purpose of suspending the two minute rule on voting, which motion was declared adopted upon roll call as follows:

Aye: Baker, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Crosswhite Hader, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hilbert, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, May, McDugle, Miller, Mize, Munson, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Randleman, Ranson, Rosecrants, Russ, Sims, Smith, Snead, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Virgin, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--71.

Excused: Albright, Bell, Boles, Branham, Conley, Cornwell, Davis, Gann, Hasenbeck, Hill, Martinez, McBride, McEntire, Meredith, Moore, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, Pittman, Provenzano, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Sanders, Strom, Townley, Vancuren, Waldron, Walke, West (Josh).--30.

**Representative Kannady Presiding**

**GENERAL ORDER**

**HB 1916** by Luttrell et al. of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Coleman (principal Senate author)

Representative Luttrell moved that **HB 1916** be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.
THIRD READING

HB 1916 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure and emergency, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Snead, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--93.

Nay: Stone, Virgin.--2.

Excused: Cornwell, Hilbert, McEntire, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), West (Josh).--6.

The measure and emergency passed.

HB 1916 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1962 by Kiger of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Murdock (principal Senate author)

Representative Kiger moved that HB 1962 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1962 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer,
Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--97.

Excused: Cornwell, Roberts (Dustin), Strom, West (Josh).--4.

The measure passed.

**HB 1962** was referred for engrossment.

**GENERAL ORDER**

**HB 1969** by Ford of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Newhouse (principal Senate author)

Representative Ford moved that **HB 1969** be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

**THIRD READING**

**HB 1969** was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Baker, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Provenzano, Randleman, Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Townley, Vancuren, Waldron, Walke, West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--78.

Nay: Albright, Bell, Bennett, Branham, Crosswhite Hader, Fetgatter, Gann, Hardin (Tommy), Lowe, Meredith, O’Donnell, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Ranson, Taylor, Virgin, Wallace, West (Kevin).--19.

Excused: Echols, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), West (Josh).--4.

The measure passed.

**HB 1969** was referred for engrossment.
GENERAL ORDER

HB 1995 by Nollan of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Shaw (principal Senate author)

Representative Nollan moved to amend HB 1995 by striking the title, which amendment was declared adopted.

Representative Nollan moved that HB 1995 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 1995 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Baker, Boatman, Boles, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Davis, Dills, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Gann, Grego, Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Luttrell, Manger, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Miller, Mize, Moore, Nollan, O’Donnell, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Randleman, Roberts (Sean), Roe, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Sneed, Stark, Sterling, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Mr. Speaker.--66.

Nay: Albright, Bell, Bennett, Blount, Branham, Brewer, Crosswhite Hader, Dollens, Goodwin, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Humphrey, Loring, Lowe, Meredith, Munson, Nichols, Olsen, Perryman, Pittman, Provenzano, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Rosecrants, Smith, Steagall, Stone, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, Wright.--31.

Excused: Fugate, Marti, Newton, West (Josh).--4.

The measure passed.

HB 1995 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 2100 by O’Donnell of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Rader (principal Senate author)

Representative O’Donnell moved to amend HB 2100 by striking the title, which amendment was declared adopted.
Representative O’Donnell moved that HB 2100 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 2100 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure and emergency, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blanchett, Boatman, Boles, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Gann, Grego, Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lawson, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldrum, Walke, Wallace, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.—91.

Nay: Brewer, Crosswhite Hader, Goodwin, Stone.—4.

Excused: Branham, Fugate, Hardin (David), Marti, Newton, West (Josh).—6.

The measure and emergency passed.

HB 2100 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 2216 by May of the House was read and considered.

Authored by Senator Dossett (principal Senate author)

Representative May moved that HB 2216 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 2216 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blanchett, Boatman, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady,
Kerbs, Kiger, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Martinez, May, McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Nichols, Nollan, O’Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--93.


The measure passed.

HB 2216 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 2307 by Frix of the House and Bergstrom of the Senate was read and considered.

Coauthored by Representative(s) Patzkowsky, Kerbs

Remove Senator Bergstrom as principal Senate author and substitute with Senator Standridge

Representative Frix moved to amend HB 2307, Page 7, Section 1, Line 4 by inserting the word “truck” after the word “commercial” and before the word “driving”; Line 14 by deleting the word “testers” and inserting in lieu thereof the word “examiners”; Line 20 by deleting the word “tester” and inserting in lieu thereof the word “examiner”; Line 21 by deleting the two occurrences of the word “testers” and inserting in lieu thereof the word “examiners”; Line 22 by deleting the word “testers” and inserting in lieu thereof the word “examiners”; Line 23 by deleting the word “testers” and inserting in lieu thereof the word “examiners”; Page 8, Section 1, Line 7 by deleting the word “approval” after the word “denied” and before the comma; Line 13 by inserting “(2)” after the word “two” and before the word “reapplications”., which amendment was declared adopted.

Representative Frix moved that HB 2307 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 2307 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kerbs, Kiger, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May,
McBride, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--97.


The measure passed.

HB 2307 was referred for engrossment.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 2263 by Patzkowsky of the House and Murdock of the Senate was read and considered.

Coauthored by Representative(s) McBride

Representative Patzkowsky moved to amend HB 2263 by striking the title, which amendment was declared adopted.

Representative Patzkowsky moved that HB 2263 be advanced from General Order, which motion was declared adopted.

THIRD READING

HB 2263 was read at length for the third time. On passage of the measure, the roll call was as follows:

Aye: Albright, Baker, Bell, Bennett, Blancett, Boatman, Boles, Branham, Brewer, Burns, Bush, Caldwell (Chad), Caldwell (Trey), Conley, Cornwell, Crosswhite Hader, Davis, Dills, Dollens, Dunnington, Echols, Fetgatter, Fincher, Ford, Frix, Fugate, Gann, Goodwin, Grego, Hardin (David), Hardin (Tommy), Hasenbeck, Hilbert, Hill, Humphrey, Johns, Kannady, Kiger, Lepak, Loring, Lowe, Luttrell, Manger, Marti, Martinez, May, McDugle, McEntire, Meredith, Miller, Mize, Moore, Munson, Newton, Nichols, Nollan, O'Donnell, Olsen, Ortega, Osburn, Pae, Patzkowsky, Perryman, Pfeiffer, Phillips, Pittman, Provenzano, Randleman, Ranson, Roberts (Dustin), Roberts (Sean), Roe, Rosecrants, Russ, Sanders, Sims, Smith, Sneed, Stark, Steagall, Sterling, Stone, Strom, Tadlock, Talley, Taylor, Townley, Vancuren, Virgin, Waldron, Walke, West (Kevin), West (Tammy), Worthen, Wright, Mr. Speaker.--96.

Excused: Kerbs, Lawson, McBride, Wallace, West (Josh).--5.

The measure passed.

HB 2263 was referred for engrossment.
Representative Pfeiffer moved that when the clerk’s desk is clear, the House stand adjourned to reconvene at 9:00 a.m., Wednesday, March 6, 2019, which was the order.

Pursuant to the motion of Representative Pfeiffer, the House was adjourned at 3:40 p.m., to reconvene Wednesday, March 6, 2019, at 9:00 a.m.